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Chapter Merchandise

Chapter merchandise can be obtained from our 
Merchandise Officer Margaret Bradly who 
attends most Club Nights. She can also be 
contacted via email: 
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org.

Periodically Margaret can be found at the 
dealership with her trusty sewing machine 
(notification of this will be given in the Chapter 
e-shot) to sew patches on whilst you wait, chat 
to other members, have a coffee or just browse 
the Harley Davidson Merchandise in the 
Dealership! 

In addition, Margaret also produces a selection 
of Hogsback garments to order. As well as 
supplying Chapter merchandise, Margaret can 
also make and supply personalised patches, i.e. 
names & slogans etc. Samples of all the above 
can be seen at Club Night or, if you contact 
Margaret, she is happy for you to visit her in 
Yateley, Hampshire.

The items shown are all available from 
Margaret. For further details please visit the 
Chapter Shop in the Members Area of the 
Website.



Directors Bit

It feels like an age since I was last on my bike… 
hang on, it HAS been an age! 

What is going on with the weather? My sons 
birthday is in March and it’s usually quite nice 
weather. This year we went to Bournemouth for 
the weekend to celebrate and there was snow 
on the beach! 

Many may scoff at my reluctance to go out on 
the bike in the rain or cold, but in my defence I 
did use to commute to work by bike for many 
years be it rainy, sunny and once even snowy 
(never again). 

When I started working for myself and no longer 
had to commute I made a conscious decision to 
become a “fair weather biker”, which was one of 
the best biking decisions I ever made. Mostly 
because it caused me to go out and buy a 
Harley safe in the knowledge that I wasn’t going 
to get ruined by salt and grit, but also because I 
ended up joining the Hogsback Chapter.

I’ve never had so much fun on a bike. It’s such a 
great Chapter and the amount of rides and trips 
that are organised never ceases to amaze me.

Pick any weekend in the riding season and 
theres always a ride or trip to go on, whatever 
the weather.

Brett Speed

Editor
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Directors Bit

Well at long last it’s here - the riding season. 

Today I joined the roadcrew for a very wet and 
sometimes foggy training session with the new 
road marshals: Jane Robinson, Andy Williams, 
Steve Forster & John Holmes. Congratulations 
to all four, but I could have done without the 2 
hours cleaning a filthy bike afterwards.

I want to welcome the large number of new 
members who have joined us since last year. It’s 
really great to meet you all and I hope joining 
the Chapter gives you as much pleasure with a 
wide range of new friends as it has for so many 
of us, it can be life changing. 

I also need to welcome our new Officers. 
Activities Officer Eileen Ostinelli who states she 
wants to “blow us away” with her work (no I am 
not going to say anything). John Fluker our new 
Charity Officer who has a great start to the fund-
raising year with Wendy’s help. And lastly Vince 
Pyle our new Safety Officer whose CV for the 
role gob smacked the committee.

Whilst in a thanking mood I must express the 
Chapter gratitude to Toby and crew at our 
dealership. They sponsored a great start of 
season club night, have provided another year 
of financial support and help us out with 
sponsorship of many of the events during they 
year – we love you (in a nonphysical way).

Yet again a massive ride and event program 
awaits us this year. Including club nights there 
are at least 124 Chapter related things to do on 
the program and I expect a few more to be 
pencilled in as the year progresses. If you want 
to go on a weekend away ride that is listed as 
full then please do contact the ride leader as we 
hold reserve lists plus the limiting factor 

sometimes is hotel rooms so if you’re happy 
staying in another close by then join the ride and 
the fun.

The Chapter’s own big event is Cirencester 
Convergence which we are running with 3 other 
chapters Rolling Hills, Thames Valley & Oxford 
as described later in the newsletter. If I can 
encourage you to do any weekend event it’s this 
one which has such a fabulous venue we have 
provisionally booked next year before someone 
else nicks the dates. Last years Rolling Hills ride 
out at Cirencester was stated by many as the 
best ride they had experienced in England so 
quite a legacy to beat.

Here’s to another year of adventures.

Dell Evans

Director  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Directors Bit

Well the riding season has started and I had a 
great time on the first ABC ride, what a fun way 
to get freebies and they have made it easier this 
year as you can now upload the photo’s online. 
It will be interesting to see how they get round 
the requirement for the business card from the 
Dealerships.

We have still got rooms for the convergence 
Ride at Cirencester but you must book soon as 
the doubles have all gone and only twins and 
singles remain. See the advert later in the 
magazine for more information.

It is also that time to get your start mileage 
registered at the dealership for the HOG 
Chapter Challenge. Just get a slip from the 
Chapter area and record your details, get it 
verified by GH-D and give it to Aaron or put it in 
the Chapter post box upstairs. Then encourage 
others to do the same so we can get this 
challenge beaten.

As I write this it’s snowing and I am about to say 
the weather is getting better and we can start 
enjoying the offerings of the road crew but 
perhaps I should say just enjoy the rides!!

Can I also encourage you to write reports, 
feelings or just one liners about rides that you 
have been on. This is for two reasons, the first is 
to share what went well and allow others to try 
them and secondly so that the crew know when 
they got something right.

Above all have a great time.

Robin Seymour

Assistant Director 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Paul’s Bit

Hi everyone,

Friday. The scene was set. The Beast from the 
East had trotted off into the distance and I dared 
to say there were tantalising signs of warm sun 
and fresh blossom on the trees. Several days of 
steady rain had washed the slurry to the edges 
and central reserves and the roads were looking 
good.

At last! Some favourable riding looked likely. 
Riding that didn't incur wearing the full contents 
of ones biking wardrobe and passing comments 
from friends and family as to the similarity with 
that well known and slightly overweight celebrity 
Mr Michelin. Spring is here! Or so I and many in 
the Chapter thought.

But alas.

Just when you thought it was safe to venture out 
and lured by the slinky sirens of a fresh Spring 
day, myself and others, enticed to garages far 
and wide to uncover, unlock and prime our 
steeds in anticipation of the weekends two 
wheel frivolities were to have our hopes of joy 
dashed to nought on the rocks of 
disappointment! MORE SNOW!!

Mini Beast or Son of Beast or just Beastly 
Beast. I for one cannot believe the 
sudden and dramatic change in our 
weather fortunes. No sane riding this 
weekend!

And now, bless their Hi-Vis cotton socks, 
the industrious and worthy men and 
women of the council have yet again 
smothered the South East with a layer of 
the gritty stuff.

While on the subject… anyone out driving 

over the weekend that followed whether on two, 
three, four or more wheels will have been 
grateful for their efforts. But as motorcyclists, 
especially those who may just have the odd bit 
of chrome on their machines, it isn't the best of 
situations to ride then stand by and watch your 
pride and joy dissolving before ones very eyes!"

The alternatives are:

a) Not to ride which bring about NOCFS - ‘Nasty 
Orrible Cabin Fever Syndrome'. Not 
recommended.

OR

b) Ride, and on return spend huge amounts of 
time spraying, washing, wiping. blowing, drying, 
buffing and protecting in what ever order you 
think fit.

Guess what, while doing all this it'll probably be 
snowing! 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Paul’s Bit

The final indignity as you scuttle inside, frozen to 
the bone and cradling twice skinned knuckles 
from that hidden sharp edge or protruding bolt to 
sit whimpering softly at the  kitchen table is that 
terrible feeling of guilt that you have left, just a 
little, tiny, almost insignificant few grains of 
highly corrosive salt based and ever so slightly 
damp grit cocktail in that inaccessible and 
visually hidden spot somewhere on the lower 
regions of your bike! This is what wakes hard 
biker men and biker women in a cold sweat at 
night.

All joking aside folks, the majority of us don't 
mind cleaning (thoroughly) our bikes, it's a 
labour of love and we also don't mind riding in 
bad weather but if we are truthful we would all 
admit that a journey in inclement weather 
doesn't exactly enhance the riding experience.

Sunny California the UK is not. Still we Brits are 
made of strong stuff (we have to be!) and we will 
take every opportunity to ride because we love 
it, come rain or shine.

I'll Pass on the Snow thanks!

The good news is that pre-snow early season 
rides have already taken place. The ride season 
is go! The 2018 ride plan contains loads of good 
stuff ready for your participation and enjoyment. 
With no doubt extras to be added as we head 
into better weather and longer days.

Keep your eyes on the 'Golden Source' events 
page on the website, and the weekly E-shot 
and your ears open at club nights for 
notifications and detail on forthcoming rides 
and events.

And finally a request, nay a plea, to the girl or 
guy who pulls those big levers in the sky.

"Please, Please, Please. NO MORE SNOW!

See you out there

Shiny side up folks 

Paul Andrews

Assistant Director 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Axel’s Bit

Just a few more days and the riding season is in 
full swing. 

We had some great events getting us through 
the salty season, and I say “salty season” as it 
can be cold in summer too. Our awesome 
motorcycles do not mind the cold, but they are 
not amused with respect to salt not washed 
away after a ride :)

With three Club Nights and the three chances to 
look behind the scenes at Guildford Harley-
Davidson garage days, a good foundation has 
been set for a eventful 2018. While the very 
successful and fun Charity Horse Ride Night 
raised a lot of money for our Charities and 
capturing many colourful action photos, even the 
Ladies realised that a broomstick is no 
alternative to a real motorcycle. 

So four of them went to test a (light) motorcycle, 
with some variation of success. Nevertheless, 
this is the necessary first step all of us riders 
had to take, then quickly the rest became 
history. Maybe the photos from this event will 
motivate more ladies to obtain their very own 

motorcycle licence and vacate the pillion seat. 
And no worries, I am sure your man will fund it 
all ;)

For the keen photographer it is a similar journey, 
you will start light in camera equipment and then 
progress to more advanced setups. 
Unfortunately not only does the weight of the 
camera and lenses increase, but also their price 
tag. But what you get is a much wider window of 
opportunities and creativity, bad lighting will not 
affect you so much, and the quality of your 
action photography will be much improved. 

At Hogsback Chapter its all about fast moving 
action, it makes no difference whether it’s our 
Harley’s driving by Rykas or Jim rock ’n rolling 
wildly with Delia on the dance floor, you often 
have just one opportunity to capture “the 
moment”. Even in group photos people are 
never standing still, it’s sometimes like herding 
cats. Be natural, funny, make jokes, but if you 
can not see my camera, you most likely will not 
be on the GRUPPENFOTO. 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Axel’s Bit
This time of the year we also have many new 
members and as Facebook admin I want to 
remind you all about Hogsback policy with 
respect to photos posted in our group page: 
please do not post more then 1-2 photos to 
support a comment. If you want to share more of 
your photos with the members, we encourage 
this, but only through our photo galleries. To get 
your photos added there just ask me for a 
special file-sharing DropBox access via 
images@hogsbackchapteruk.org.

The reason for this restrictive policy surrounds 
copyright, private data protection and content 
responsibility. While you all signed a photo 
release agreement with your annual 
membership renewal, our guests and 
bystanders did not, and if small children are 
involved it can get even more complicated. In a 
nutshell: people have the right and may want a 
photo to be removed, and Hogsback endeavour 
is to comply asap. While we have good control 
of our photo galleries, the Facebook group is 
more difficult to manage and control.

On rare occasions we will ask you not to take 
any photo at all, like the Easter Egg Run to a 
children hospice, as all photos need to be 
checked and approved by those running the 
hospice. Chapter Photographers will take 

pictures that are to be published and you can 
repost those in your private channels.

So, if you absolutely can’t resist to post on 
Facebook lots of photos of the fun you have, 
please do this on your private page, any 
objecting lawyers then know who to contact.

With a bit of care and understanding we all can 
take great photos of the fun we have and I am 
looking forward to feed the Hogsback Chapter 
galleries with the contributions of your 
memories. From my own experiences, 
memories fade, but the photos remain in place. 
And from time to time I jump back into 
Dumbledore’s Pensieve, to review the memories 
from 5 or 10 years ago. I invite you to do the 
same, its awesome.

Axel Thill

Treasurer & Head 
Photographer 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Directors Bit

After a few false starts the riding season is 
finally here.

It was a cold and drizzly start to our 9th Birthday 
Bash, but the weather certainly didn’t dampen 
everyone’s spirits and a jolly good time was had 
by one and all. Mouth watering hog roast, great 
band Dark Ages and lots of lovely cakes 
supplied by our lovely Ladies of Harley. 

A buying frenzy saw many exclusive deals on 
new motorbikes being snapped up, and one-off 
bargains had in the Parts and Merchandise 
dept. 

Many of the motorbike deals will carry on for a 
while longer, so please come in and check out 
which model it is that will satisfy your personal 
dream. We can do everything to help make it a 
reality for you. 

We have a constant flow of deliveries of new 
riding jackets and casual wear due in over the 
next few months, so call in often and browse the 
stock always on display, as it changes rapidly at 
this time of year. It is always great to see you in 
the dealership, even if it’s just for a coffee.

Ride safe and remember, motorbikes are safer 
than horses.

Katie 
Francis

Dealer Rep 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Eileen’s Bit
Eileen

Activities Officer

Hi all. I have recently been appointed as your 
Activities Officer and I am really looking forward 
to organising some great events, although it is 
also very daunting. I look forward to meeting you 
at the next event and hope to be able to live up 
to the job of our last great Activities Officer Andy 
Cripps (Crippo).

If you have any suggestions for non riding 
events or you want to recommend a good band 
or venue then please feel free to email me at 
activities@hogsbackchepteruk.org or have a 
chat with me as this is your club and we are 
here to continue to make it a great one.

Eileen Ostinelli

Activities Officer



Woody’s Bit

Micro Climates…

The Beast from the East has been and gone 
and we can now look forward to the 2018 riding 
season. I have family and friends on the South 
Coast and on these frequent journeys one thing 
I have noticed that’s a real eye-opener is the 
cars outside air temperature gauge shows a 
fluctuation by as much as 5°c. This reminded 
me of an important article in ‘Roadcraft’ the 
Police riders handbook:

Micro Climates can cause frost and wet patches 
to linger in some areas after they have 
disappeared elsewhere. 

Landscape features such as valley bottoms. 
Shaded hillsides and shaded slopes, or large 
areas of shadow cast by trees or buildings can 
cause ice to linger and result in sudden 
skidding. 

The Box Hill zigzag is a perfect test bed, I have 
often had a white knuckle ride around the bend 
shown in the left of picture and a ‘tank slapper’ 
when accelerating up past the sheltered area 
shown on the right. 

Bridge surfaces are also colder than the 
surrounding roads because they are exposed on 
all sides and can be icy when nearby roads are 
not. Patchy fog is particularly dangerous and is 
a common catalyst for multiple pile-ups. 

Strong winds especially crosswinds are 
hazardous because they can blow you off 
course. Be prepared for this as you pass high 
sided vehicles, the shelter of buildings and 
hedges at gateways, as you exit a tunnel and in 

exposed places such as 
bridges, viaducts, hill 
crests, etc. 

The best way to avoid a 
skid is not to get into it in 
the first place. Careful 
observation, the correct 
speed and adequate 
braking distances are 
crucial for safe riding but 
they are especially 
important in difficult 
weather conditions. 

Ride Safe.

Graham Woods (Aka Woody)

Head Road Captain  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So who is your new safety officer?

I have been a motorcyclist for over 40 years 
owning and riding a variety of motorcycles, I 
started my motorcycling journey on a Yamaha 
FS1E working my way up through the ranks 
125cc, 250cc and so on culminating in my first 
Harley Davidson, a VRod.

I have been a member of the Hogsback Chapter 
since 2012 and have been a Road Marshal 
since 2017. When the post of Safety Officer 
came up I thought It would be nice to give back 
to the Chapter and share some of the expertise 
and knowledge that the 40 years of riding has 
given me. Even after all those years we can all 
learn something every time we ride, a new 
experience will always present itself, you deal 
with it and then reflect on it before placing it in 
the memory banks for next time.

My experiences and knowledge are taken from 
various times in my motorcycling career. Having 
served as a police officer for 30 years I spent 12 
of those years on the Traffic department where I 
dealt with various parts of road safety, helping 
drivers and riders improve their skills, pointing 
out the transgressions of road users and dealing 
with those that have had the misfortune of being 
involved in a crash. During my time I gained my 
Police Class 1 advanced certificates for both 
Motorcycles and Cars which I held for over 20 
years and still held them on my retirement in 
2014.

In 2014 just prior to retiring I trained and 
qualified as an Approved Driving Instructor and 
started my own driving school which is thriving.

I had been an examiner for both RoSPA and 
IAM for motorcycle advanced testing during my 

police career and in 2017 I revalidated my 
RoSPA examiners qualification. With this in mind 
I would encourage and support all members to 
improve their riding skills and take advanced 
rider training.

I would like to ensure that when any of you 
participant in a Hogsback Chapter ride or event 
that you are confident and safe in the knowledge 
that what we do is of the highest standard.

If anyone has any safety concerns I would 
encourage you to come and speak with me or 
email me at safety@hogsbackchapteruk.org. 
Any issues raised will be considered and 
reported back on with a resolution if one is 
required.

I look forward to keeping you all safe.

Vince Pyle

Safety Officer  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Up The Arras

It was great to be invited along to the road crew 
training ride on Saturday 10th March to learn 
how the system worked and try out an idea for 
trikes we had proposed to the committee.

It was a well organised ride by the new crew, 
weather was crap but the ride was good.

We tried out having the trike behind the two tail 
end road crew as normal, but with another road 
crew behind the trike for support and in case of 
any problems. That road crew was to stay 
behind the trike for the duration of the ride and 
all of the new road crew took a turn behind the 
trike at various stages of the ride.

This was one of the preferred systems we 
agreed to propose at our trike riders meeting 

and the committee decided that they would be 
willing to give it a try.

The weather was not good, but after a thorough 
talk through the trial system from Graham 
Woods regarding the road crew procedure and 
the trial with the trike we got under way.

It all went very well with only the planned 
breakdowns to test out the new crew, the 
system with the crew behind the trike worked 
out fine and I think was positive.

We would like to thank the committee for 
agreeing to try this new process which, if 
adopted, will help to integrate the trikes and 
protect them within the group. 

Well done to the new road crew members, you 
did a great job. Here's to many safe rides with 
you all.

We can only move forward…well actually…
trikes do have reverse!

Jim Cordell

Trike 
Representative  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The LOH Lunch beat the winter blues when 24 
of us met up for lunch and a chat on March 4th. 
It certainly proved to be a good start to the 
season.

The lady SPARKLE TOURS are on again this 
year (September 14-16th) and those interested 
should register at chapterreploh@harley-
davidson.com. Pillions can join the TWINKLE 
TOURS and need to register at 
chapterrepassociateloh@harley-davidson.com.

Do look up the info about these in the lasted 
HOG Magazine.

May 5th is Ladies Ride Day so if any of you do 
go get in touch with others and make an event 
of the ride.

I am planning to do a taster day for Ladies who 
"want to have a go” with Ridesure at Dunsfold in 
the warmer weather - Let me know if you are 
interested.

Also The Dealership are hoping to arrange a 
TRIKE EXPERIENCE Day. Watch this Space. 

Lets hope the weather improves so that we can 
enjoy this season on 
our bikes/trikes.

See you out there.

Ruth Palmer

LOH Officer  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Ruth’s LOH Bit
Ruth
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My first LOH lunch @hogsbackchapter … what 
was I worried about??!

It all happened at the Red Lion Shamley Green, 
27 of us turned out and we had a blast. We were 
so loud with laughter and could just about hear 
ourselves talking.

The food was very good and very copious, 
though it didn’t stop some of us indulging in a 
yummy dessert too.

Chatting about new rides, new destinations and 
the next country to visit made me dream about 
spring coming and the sunshine cheering us all 
up.

Bring on the new season.

The men enjoyed lunch across the road at the 
Bricklayers and came to join us at the end.

Thank you Ruth for organising the lovely lunch 
and the little Easter treat too .

I had a great time sharing the moment with a 
wonderful bunch of likeminded ladies in a very 
happy atmosphere, thank you.

Cathy 

The French fancy

LOH Lunch Cathy



Pudsey Rides Again

On Sunday 4th February Mick Brealey kindly 
organised a bike taster lesson for a small group 
of ladies including myself, Becca, Annie and 
Gem. We arrived at Mytchett Community Centre 
where Excelerate riding school is based, we 
were met by one of the teachers for the day 
Sofia. 

The weather was bright at first but absolutely 
freezing, before we started we were given a 
really good run through of what to expect from 
the lesson.

It all started out well with Sofia talking us 
through the bike and its functions and 
progressing when we felt happy with all that she 
had told us, then we were supposed to slow ride 
using the clutch and throttle. All of the ladies did 
really well and stopped where they were 
supposed to. I on the other hand chose as 
slightly different route and speed, now those of 
you who know me are aware that if I see a 
camera I am likely to pose for a photo! Well I 
saw Axel hiding behind a tree taking photos so 
forgetting all I have been taught and against my 
wishes I headed straight for him. I then realised 
that if I din’t turn pretty quickly that I would hit 
either Axel or the trees so I did a quick u-turn 
(apparently under the circumstances quite 
impressive), people were shouting instructions 

to me of how to stop and I just thought to myself 
“well that lamppost should stop me”. And I was 
right it did! 

So now everyone was running over to me and I 
was feeling really stupid. When they got the bike 
off me I got up laughing and joking trying to 
cover up my embarrassment, I got back on the 
bike and carried on riding for the rest of the 
lesson. At that point I didn’t realise that I had 
actually fractured my wrist!

Enough about me! Other than it being a really 
cold day we all really enjoyed the taster lesson  
and it was great way to be introduced to riding 
and to see whether it is something that you 
would want to continue with or not.

So any ladies out there that are thinking of 
having a lesson look out for the next taster 
session and don’t be put off by my experience 
as I haven’t been in the slightest. 

All in all it was a great experience and a great 
introduction to riding with great friends and I 
would thoroughly recommend it.

Eileen Ostinelli

Activities Officer 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Cirencester The Return! 
Royal Agricultural University

10th - 12th August 2018

Single Room = £125 (3 left)
Ensuite Single = £160 ( 55 left, 14 sold)
Ensuite Twin = £260 ( 22 left, 23 sold)
Ensuite Double = £270 (0 left, 7 sold)

124 rooms (44 sold, 88 members attending so far!)

Camping & Motorhome/Caravans = £60 per person (8 tents and 
2 motorhomes)

All parking is barrier parking and you will be able to park almost 
outside your rooms. Security guards patrol the site.

Price Includes

Welcome Coffee
Room and Breakfast for two nights.
Servery dinner for both nights
Welcome pack and Pin
Rideout (extra cost for lunch)

Band

Draft Program

Friday 
15:00 Arrival and Registration
18:00 Bar opens
19:00 - 20:00 Dinner
23:00 Bar closes

Saturday
08:00 – 09:30 Breakfast
10:00 Rideout Brief
10:15 Rideout
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch
13:00 Rideout
16:00 Return
18:00 Bar opens
19:00 – 20:00 Dinner
21:00 – Band
01:00 Bar Closes

Sunday

08:00 – 09:30 Breakfast and depart by 12:00



 

Route into Reception and Accommodation will be signed.
Meal Tokens will be provided.
No Day tickets, only full weekend.
Each ticket will provide £10 (or £20 double/twin) towards the cost of 
Pin/welcome bag and Band.
Booking via Czes: webmaster@hogsbackchapteruk.org

 

Tithe Barn, 
reception and 
bar 

 

Main 
Entrance 

 

Accommodation 

 

M/home and 
Caravan 
parking 



Road Crew Training

It was a great honour to be asked to join the 
team at HogsBack as a Road Marshal and as a 
member for several years the Chapter has given 
myself many great experiences with lots of fun 
and laughter. This opportunity offered me the 
chance to put back something into the club.

Having ridden and marshalled with other clubs 
my expectations were that this was going to be 
a doddle; pick up a tabard and lead a ride. Oh 
how wrong I was, I was taken aback by the 
professionalism and in particular the ride and 
training program that was put in place.

Firstly we were all required to attend a First Aid 
Course which was invaluable and something 
that I feel should be done by all members. This 
was followed by an Inaugural Road crew 
Meeting at GH-D involving slideshows of what to 
do and not to do, discussions with Jim Cordell 
on how to incorporate Trikes into the rides as 
well as being given an excellent Road Crew 
Handbook. Thanks Graham Woods.

As part of the process towards being 
inaugurated the new Road Marshalls were 
asked to lead and back-mark a ride supported 
by all the existing Road crew. Our destination 
was to be Goodwood Motor Circuit.

This ride put our training into practice with the 
initiative being towards safety of riders, 
awareness of your surroundings, road 
conditions and ensuring each new road marshal 
was equipped to deal with all situations as they 
arose.

Although a lot of this may seem like common 
sense it’s never a bad thing to refresh one's 
mind.

To summarise I was very impressed by the 
efforts of HogsBack and GH-D to ensure that so 
many riders enjoy their time with such a great 
club.

Jane

Road Marshal

Last October I was having a short break in 
Spain when Head Road Captain Graham 
Woods called to say that I had been nominated 
to become a Road Marshal.

Whilst being very flattered my first response was 
to decline.

I admire and appreciate the effort that all Road 
Crew put in to give us such a diverse selection 
of rides, but as an owner of my own company I 
felt I would not be able to give enough time and 
effort to give the position justice, plus I always 
thought that you had to be an advanced rider. 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Road Crew Training
Graham advised me that advanced rider 
qualification was only needed for Road Captains 
but they would like you to have started a course 
within the first two years of being a Road 
Marshal.

So I decided to say yes.

Down to the serious business of becoming a 
Road Marshal, this was kicked off with a First 
Aid course followed by classroom work and 
swatting up on the Road Crew Bible regarding 
how to conduct a ride and keep everyone safe 
and together etc.

New Road Marshals Jane, John, Andy and 
myself had to organise and lead a ride for all the 
Road Crew, so no pressure there then.

Our ride would also be the first to test the new 
system for trike riders, so lots to take on board 
and think about.

The four of us put our heads together and 
decided on a ride to Goodwood motor racing 
circuit, so a week before the big event we did 
our recce which went very well as we only got 
lost once.

When the big day arrived the frost and snow had 
gone but we were greeted with pouring rain and 
mist. 

20 Road Crew had turned out in horrible 
conditions many on new shiny bikes to assist us 
in our quest to becoming Road Marshals.

After conducting the pre-ride briefing we were 
on our way.

Leaving Bramley School John led us to 
Wisborough Green where we stopped for our 
first Lead rider change.

I then lead the ride to Goodwood where we 
stopped for a coffee and healthy snack.

Leaving Goodwood Jane lead us to Hazelmere 
via Midhurst where we had our last change and 
Andy (no pants) lead us to GH-D.

On all the sections along the way our kind Road 
Captains decided to have numerous mechanical 
problems which we dealt with keeping the ride 
together.

I must say that I have been given a very warm 
welcome into the Road Crew family and have 
had some great fun and laughter with Jane, 
John and Andy as Road Marshal virgins along 
the way to becoming a Road Marshals.

Always remember it's the journey not the 
destination and it will be alright in the end, so if 
it's not alright then it's not the end.

A big thank you to all Road Crew for turning out 
in such horrid weather.

Steve

Road 
Marshal  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Learning My ABCs

Just prior to Christmas I finally got my hands on 
my first Harley; an Ultra Limited. I have been 
riding for more years than I can remember but 
my wife, Lin, has not enjoyed riding pillion on my 
BMWs or my Triumph but she loved the comfort 
of the Ultra and well, that was that.

I really love the bike and Lin and I joined the 
Chapter in the New Year. We have loved the 
friendly welcome we have received and think we 
have found a home with Hogsback (no more 
beemers for me!) and I have been dying to pop 
my Chapter ride out cherry and get a step near 
to earning my rocker!

The chance came on Mother’s Day when I 
perhaps should of been taking my old Mum to 
the garden centre for lunch but Robin had 
planned an ABC ride. I had no idea what that 
was but, well sorry Mum I love ya but 
motorbikes…

ABCs turn out not just to be another step 
towards my rocker but a chance to earn points 
and what do points make? Prizes! I’d earn a 
patch and a pin and my waistcoat might might 

start to look less conspicuous due the absence 
of trophies.

For those less ignorant than I, I apologise, but 
ABCs is a fun way to rideout, either in groups or 
on your own. You gain a point if you photograph 
your bike, with a current copy of the HOG 
magazine, by an official town sign; one from A to 
Z. Z I hear you scoff - you’ll never get a Z … 
won’t we? X is more of a problem me thinks, 
certainly in the UK. You don’t have to be in the 
picture but as you are riding in a group with Axel 
to snap the pics, you can be. 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Learning My ABCs
Points can also be gained for photos 
of official signs for counties, districts, 
dealerships and countries. The more 
points the better the prize - challenge 
on!

Robin has organised two Chapter 
ABC rides. The first was Mother’s 
Day, the second on Sunday 30 
September. But there is nothing 
stopping you having a go anytime 
you're out and about. Robin’s advice 
is always carry a laminated copy of the front 
page of the HOG mag and two pegs. (If you’re 
on your own you’ve got no one to hold the 
magazine). 

Eight of us set off at 9.30am from the Princess 
Royal. Robin as the lead, Axel in third position 
(so he could jump off and snap the photo) and 
Trev taking up the rear.

I was not the only newbie, my old mate Ian 
joined us on his Fat Boy. We were also joined by 
Liz on her Heritage Softail, Dave on his Ultra 
and Justin on his Sportster with Charmaine 
perched on the back.

We headed west. Despite the forecast we 
stayed dry, there was even some sun and it was 
not too cold - well not for me! 

We ticked of Bentley, New Alresford, Itchen 
Abbas, Stockbridge, Grately, Quarley, Thruxton 
Down, Wiltshire, Zeals - ZEALS (yeah Zeals - 
Google it) - in your face Z! Dorset, Mere, 
Kingston Deverill, Hill Deverill, Longbridge 
Deverill, Hampshire, Andover and Test Valley 
which is 17 points for the ABC. 150 odd miles 
and the ride stopped at Buck services on the 
A303. Get in! 

Robin plans his second ABC ride to tick 
Deepcut, Camberley, Jacobs Well, Fox corner, 
Pirbright, Eversley, Bracknell Forest, 
Oxfordshire and Berkshire to name but some of 
them.

Go on give it a go.

Hamish 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Shooting Day

As relatively new members to Hogsback (myself 
just a year and Genevieve a month) we had 
heard great things about the Bisley Shooting 
Day and had signed up the second the dates 
were released. Luckily, we got a couple of 
places, first lesson here is get in early if you 
want to go in 2019!  

 
Genevieve had never held a firearm before and 
there was some anxiety as to what this would be 
like after watching crazy recoil videos of people 
getting it all wrong on the internet! 
 
The weather was fresh to say the least and as 
we headed out in to meet the rest of the 
Hogsback Chapter we were looking like Mr and 
Mrs Michelin! We were greeted with a 
relaxed and friendly group to spend the 
day with. Anxiety levels for Genevieve 
lowered! 
 
Walking into the range we were 
greeted with hot drinks and doughnuts, 
the sign of any good day! We then met 
the instructors who were first class and 
watched some demonstrations of the 

hand cannon and what can happen to your hand 
if you don’t respect the guns and listen to what 
you’re told! Anxiety levels up, plus the pressure 
was loaded on to Genevieve when she was told 
every woman that has come has won the 
shooting event. The ladies are gentler on the 
trigger unlike the ham fisted un-gentlemen! 

 
We then had 7 guns to shoot which 
ranged from pistols to semi-automatic 
rifles with laser scope sights. Each gun 
had an allotted amount of ammunition 
and we weren’t to know which gun we 
are being scored on. We started on the 
.22 M16 rifle and as it turned out that 
was a good shout as it was a very 
easy to use and docile weapon with a 
scope sight which made aiming easy. 
Anxiety levels were now returned to 
normal as we went on and the guns 
weren’t as visceral as expected to start 

with… well not yet anyway! At the end of the first 
round the surprise of which gun was being 
scored may have been revealed if you paid very 
careful attention... we were both pleased with 
how accurate we had shot in the first round. The 
pressure was on to keep up with Genevieve! 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Shooting Day
Next up was the .30 WW2 M4 rifle which packed 
a punch, then Dell’s .44 Winchester where he 
loaded a full factory load at the end to give your 
shoulder a work out. Then it was the scored gun 
which was Bill’s 9mm Rifle with all the extras! 
Again a very accurate weapon with a laser sight 
and hardly any noise or kick-back. Then it was 
the big .357 Long Barrell Magnum which was a 
beast and made a real mess of the bank by the 
end of the day. That was my favourite, maybe 
because it was the only gun where I beat 
Genevieve. The penultimate gun was a .22 
Browning Buckmark and then finally a 357 Rossi 
carbine - and that was just the action-packed 
morning! 
 
Off we went to find our lunch. Luckily we didn’t 
have to find it and kill it first! We toured the 
rather rustic setting that is Bisley and saw the 
lists of some of the highly decorated ex-
chairmen. Lunch hit the spot with some good 
hearty grub on offer and the usual banter. Ty 
had decided to sign up to become a member he 
was enjoying it that much. Once our feet and 
hands weren’t blue we headed back to the 
range where we would be firing the old guns. 
 

The winner was revealed when we went back to 
the range and Genevieve had indeed retained 
the honour of the ladies! She was 3 points clear 
of Robin and a very good effort indeed. She was 
awarded the cartridge shot glass for her efforts. 
 
The next round of guns were black power pistols 
which showed off Dell’s skills loading the 
revolver chambers. They had a good kick and I 
felt like I was back in time - they were great. 
Very hard to hit the target but it did happen a 
few times - must have been lucky! 
 
The final gun was an 115 year old rifle which 
certainly had the biggest kick of the day! Again 
the gun was very inaccurate, but it was 
awesome. It felt like the devastation it could 
cause. 
 
All in all a fantastic day out and superbly 
organised. I would recommend it to everyone. 
Genevieve was going to write this but as she is 
top marksman and following in the footsteps of 
Lyudmila Pavlichenko, I don’t need to be told 
twice….

Dave  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Making History with Hogsback

Czes Wicherek’s Mighty Military Machine 
(MT350/604)

I purchased this bike in January 2009 after an 
enduro trip to South Africa the previous year. In 
standard form, the MT350 has a single cylinder 
350cc Rotax engine (about 30bhp), Marzocchi 
front suspension, Twin Öhlins rear suspension, 
electric start, panniers, a gun box (currently 
empty!) and even a blackout switch for the 
electrical system!

Since owing this bike and in the true spirit of 
Harley ownership, I have made one or two 
changes to the standard spec. I have:

• replaced the old 350cc engine with a more 
powerful 604cc unit (53bhp)

• upgraded the standard H-D carburettor with a 
Dellorto unit and adjusted the air filter setup to 
get more air into the carb

• changed the sprockets for ones more suitable 
to handle the extra power

• replaced the rear shocks with lower ones 
(from a MT500)

• upgraded the standard fuel tank with a larger 
one

• fitted a Tailgunner exhaust in place of the 
standard exhaust 

• fitted the knobbly off road tyres to replace 'soft' 
road ones

I also added a front screen and maybe made 
one or two other changes over the years that I 
can't remember! Bikes like mine that have had a 
bigger engine added are often referred to by the 
engine size - hence MT604.

The bike is great fun to ride, has proved to be 
fully reliable and always seems to draw attention 
when I am out on it.

Czes Wicherek

Webmaster
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Making History with Hogsback

I picked up the bike new from the Warr’s in 
Chelsea in November 1998. It was reputedly the 
very first Twin Cam Harley with the new model 
88 cu in engine to arrive in the country – though 
this was probably a very clever sales pitch from 
John Warr aimed at a very gullible first time 
Harley rider! To be honest I didn’t know the 
difference between a shovel, Evo engine or a 
Twin Cam anyway at that time!! 

The bike was a 1999 model FXDX Dyna 
Superglide Sport and I immediately put on Stage 
1 and loud pipes but very little else. Initially I 
was using the bike for daily commuting between 
Guildford and the centre of London– rain or 
shine (and occasional ice and snow!) – and I 
had chosen the bike for its ease of cleaning and 
maintenance and lack of chrome to polish. 

Over time and rising mileage various 
modifications were made (and generous gifts 
added) – saddlebags for touring, highway pegs 
and high rise bars (gift from Boris) for cruising, 
fancy ram air filter, number plate surround from 
the dealer in Houston, Texas and skeleton side-
stand (gift from Andy) added for looks, another 
louder set of pipes, with canvas wrapping added 

when they started to rust and black mirrors (gift 
from Keith) when the original chrome ones 
started to rust! 

When I got 
rid of the 
bike in 2015 
(to be 
replaced by 
a new Dyna 
Fat Bob) I 
had done 
well over 
100,000 miles on it with no major issues other 
than replacement of tyres – and replacement of 
two drive belts due to over-enthusiastic 
acceleration on a few occasions. The bike 
carried me around Europe on a regular annual 
basis to attend various HOG rallies in France, 
Italy, Spain and Portugal and once to the Faaker 
Zee rally where we did the three countries in a 
day – Austria for breakfast, Slovenia for lunch 
and afternoon tea in Italy – highly 
recommended!

Steve Cork

Chapter 
Historian 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History of Club Night Venues

The story begins on October 31st 1991, when 
the UK Harley Owners Group chartered a new 
“Surrey Chapter” as an official HOG Chapter, 
supported by the Surrey HD Dealership in 
Dorking. For the first couple of years the 
Chapter met up in various pubs around 
Dorking, until a split in the club in 1993 and a 
permanent move to The Star on the Kingston 
Road in Leatherhead. 

The star provided an ideal Chapter venue, with 
key benefits such as:

• A large (paved!) area for secure off road bike 
parking

• No near neighbours to complain about noise
• Our own room(s) in the pub to meet and 

socialise
• Welcoming and understanding staff
• Good food at reasonable prices
• Open areas outside for the summer meets
• Warm fires in the winter!

In addition to the Star the Chapter also met (in 
1997) at the Pilgrim Pub in Dorking, alternating 
between the two and sometimes arranging two 
meetings per month. 

By 1998, the Chapter were alternating the 
monthly meetings at the Star with the Watermill 
just outside Dorking, in preference to the Pilgrim 
with a later move to The Jolly Farmers at 
Reigate in 1999. 
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History of Club Night Venues
By 2001, the Chapter was also holding a 
club night at the newly opened HD 
dealership in Dorking High Street, replacing 
the Jolly Farmers pub meet. However, the 
Chapter tended towards a preference for the 
Star and remained there for many years.

We can now fast forward to a regular 
Chapter Committee meeting, held at the Red 
Lion, Bletchingley, in March 2005, which lead 
to the creation of the Hogsback Chapter in 
its present form. 

At that meeting the Dealer Principal of Surrey 
HD formally sacked the entire committee of the 
“Surrey Chapter” following a major “breakdown 
of communications” between the then Chapter 
Director and the Dealership. There was a clear 
split between the majority of the Road Captains 
at the meeting, who wanted to remain as an 
official HOG Chapter with full dealer support, 
and the rest of the Committee who voted to 
continue to operate as an independent bike 
club. 

At this stage the Road Crew were on their own, 
with access denied to the club funds, club 
records, membership lists and critically banned 
from the Star by the breakaway group. It was at 
that stage that the Road Crew, with the full 
support of HOG UK, continued as the official 
Surrey HOG Chapter. Initially the Chapter had 
very few members and no place to meet, with 
the breakaway group confusingly retaining the 
name “Surrey Chapter” and continuing to meet 
the Star. 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History of Club Night Venues
Following the split, the first meeting of the 
official Surrey HOG Chapter, which went on to 
be renamed as the “Hogsback Chapter”, was 
held at the Cock Inn, Headley. At this stage we 
decided to have meetings twice a month while 
we were at a critical stage of development 
reforming the official Chapter, so we alternated 
our meetings at the Cock Inn with Inn on the 
Green in Ockley. Membership grew steadily as 
new members joined and with original 
members returning to the Chapter from the 
breakaway group when they realised what 
had really happened.

During this period we were constantly 
researching and looking at a potential long 
term venue and were delighted to rediscover 
the Hautboy in Ockham Lane, a magnificent 
Grade II listed building, built in 1864, which 
used to be a regular “Bikers pub” in the early 
80’s. Our first club night there was on the 3rd 
May 2007. The pub had a great ambiance, a 
wonderful vaulted ceiling in the main part, a 
mistrals gallery and a well-stocked bar.

The Hautboy suited us very 
well, with the numbers of 
members coming along there 
was ample parking and space 
in the bar and we thought we 
had the ideal meeting venue 
until…

…late in 2007 the pub closed 
and we were forced to find 
alternative accommodation. 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History of Club Night Venues
By this time our numbers were growing and a 
larger venue was preferable. After some 
research – a demanding task involving visiting 
pubs, sampling their offers and appraising their 
staff, undertaken reluctantly by the road crew – 
we decided to try the Bookham Grange Hotel, 
which could cope with our regular monthly 
meetings and provide a venue for our start of 
season and Christmas parties. 

Unfortunately the Bookham Grange did 
not meet up with all of our expectations, 
and interestingly went the same way as 
the Hautboy, being sold and 
redeveloped as residential 
accommodation so we were forced to 
move down the road to the Preston 
Cross Hotel, another “small country” 
house hotel.

This proved reasonably successful but 
we were keen to get “back to basics” 
with a conventional pub atmosphere 
and in 2008 we moved to the Grantly 
Arms in Wonersh. 

This was another “heritage” pub, with suitable 
facilities and closer to the new Guildford HD 
dealership which had opened up in Peasmarsh. 
With the first opening of the new dealership on 

13th September 2008 (Official “Grand Public 
Opening” was in March 2009) we finally had a 
“Sponsoring Dealership” and the decision was 
made to celebrate this with the renaming of the 
Chapter to the “Hogsback Chapter”.  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History of Club Night Venues
Unfortunately the Grantly Arms was 
sold to a new owner who was keen to 
develop it into a “gastro pub” which 
would not be suitable for club meetings 
so an alternative was sought. 

Again, after much research we decided 
on the Princess Royal in Runfold which 
offered a suitable venue for bikes, beer 
and banter – the essence of club nights! 
This venue has proved to be immensely 
popular, and with over 370 members of 
Hogsback (one of the largest chapters in the 
UK) we have plenty of people to enjoy club 
nights with!

Steve Cork

Chapter Historian 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The following email addresses can be used to contact 
Officers of the Chapter:

director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
assistantdirector@hogsbackchapteruk.org

secretary@hogsbackchapteruk.org
treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org

headroadcaptain@hogsbackchapteruk.org
webmaster@hogsbackchapteruk.org

loh@hogsbackchapteruk.org
charities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
safety@hogsbackchapteruk.org

headphotographer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
activities@hogsbackchapteruk.org

editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org
membership@hogsbackchapteruk.org

roadcrew@hogsbackchapteruk.org
trike.rep@hogsbackchapteruk.org
historian@hogsbackchapteruk.org

If you need to contact a specific Chapter officer via email, you can do so 
using the following format: firstname.lastname@hogsbackchapteruk.org
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Opening Hours: UK - Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 9am-5pm, Sun 10am-4pm, Ireland - Mon - Fri 9.00am - 5.30pm, Sat 9.00am - 1.00pm
HARLEY | RIDER INSURANCETM is arranged and administered by Harley-Davidson Insurance Services. As with all insurances, terms and conditions apply.  
Harley-Davidson Insurance Services is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Limited, registered in England and Wales No 2600841. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm 
reference number 307243. In Ireland, Harley-Davidson Insurance Services trading as Carole Nash Insurance Consultants is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom and is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland for 
conduct of business rules. Registered in England and Wales: 2600841. ©H-D 2018. Harley, Harley-Davidson and the Bar & Shield logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. 

CALL the only official H-D insurance 

0800 977 6878
Get a quote online at www.harley-davidson.co.uk/insurance
In the ROI call 1800 800 845 for a quote.

5% SAVING FOR H.O.G.® MEMBERS | AGREED VALUE INCLUDED
UK & EUROPEAN BREAKDOWN AND REPATRIATION | £1,250 LEATHERS & HELMET COVER

Your only concern is 
your destination
Wherever you ride, rest assured that with Harley Rider Insurance™ 
you have one of the most comprehensive insurance policies.

NEW FOR 2018 
We now protect you against uninsured riders and drivers.


